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assigning a unique tracking ID to each subject as they enter the
tracking area and then continuously generate coordinate data for that
particular ID. A problem arises as the number of performers being
tracked increases, along with the amount of interaction in the tracking
area. As a result, the ability of the system to maintain accurate IDs
degrades.

ABSTRACT
The NuiTrack IDE supports writing code for an active infrared camera
to track up to six bodies, with up to 25 target points on each person.
The system automatically assigns IDs to performers/users as they enter
the tracking area, but when occlusion of a performer occurs, or when
a user exits and then re-enters the tracking area, upon rediscovery of
the user the system generates a new tracking ID. Because of this any
assigned and registered target tracking points for specific users are lost,
as are the linked abilities of that performer to control media based on
their movements. We describe a single camera system for overcoming
this problem by assigning IDs based on the colours worn by the
performers, and then using the colour tracking for updating and
confirming identification when the performer reappears after
occlusion or upon re-entry. A video link is supplied showing the
system used for an interactive dance work with four dancers
controlling individual audio tracks.

2. THE SYSTEM
2.1 KiCASS 2016+
The Kinect-Controlled Artistic Sensing System (KiCASS) system
was first developed as an undergraduate Engineering project in 2016
and then upgraded in following years. Using a Kinect-for-Windows©
camera, a Surface Pro II©, a router, and custom written software, it is
capable of tracking up to six performers and 25 target points on each
but has generally been used to track one or two dancers or musicians.
In this configuration it has been part of dozens of studio and public
performances and gallery installations, such as [4][16].
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1. INTRODUCTION
Video tracking of moving athletes within a constrained playing area is
common, with various commercial and research systems available,
such as [1][3][5][6][7][8]. The identification of the individuals tracked
can be important for analysis of performance effort and abilities, for
pedagogical support in improving performance decisions, or for
making strategic and tactical decisions. Many of these systems use onbody tracking units [10][17] or identify athletes optically through their
jersey numbers [14][19].
In interactive performance systems and consumer level gaming,
optical tracking is often used [16][9]. The ability to maintain identities
when there are multiple users is important, and while it is possible to
place markers or transmitters on individuals to assist in such tracking,
this may not be desirable in performance if it interferes with costuming
or with contact between performers. Some systems capable of tracking
moving subjects across a wide area use multiple cameras, enabling
constant registration of subjects from one or more angles [15].
However, for many dance groups such systems are prohibitively
expensive, and may be beyond the technical abilities of support staff.
Single camera active infrared systems usually operate by auto-

Figure 1. Two subjects tracked with KiCASS
While the system is quite successful, when a performer is briefly
occluded by another performer or object, or when they exit and reenter the tracking area, (in other words, when the system loses and
rediscovers them) it assigns the subject a new tracking ID. As a result,
the pre-registered target points on the subject are lost, and the subject
loses the ability to generate data from the movement of the target
points and thereby control media using the resulting data.
The desire to confidently track more than two dancers in
performance and to maintain tracking IDs through the exiting and reentering of performers in the tracking area led us to investigate colour
tracking as a possible means to achieve that goal.
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to connect to the server and sends a configuration map of the target
points to be tracked. The server then sends only the requested data
from those points to the client, reducing the communication bandwith
with all clients. If necessary each client can change or update their
configuration map in real time, allowing for different target points to
be tracked at different times in a performance, supporting different
gestures and movement in the choreography.

2.2 OrCASS
At the time that this investigation commenced, Microsoft had not
announced the release of the Verge© camera, so in an effort to move
forward we switched from Kinect© to Orbbec Pro© cameras, applying
the same name logic to the system to arrive at OrCASS. The new
software was written using the NuiTrack SDK, which supports the
development of tracking software for Kinect©, Orbbec©, LIPS©, Intel
RealSense©, and Asus© units. (At some point our software names of
KiCASS and OrCASS may be neutralized to show that the software
can handle different optical tracking hardware.) We continued to make
use of a single camera in an effort to keep costs down, and to develop
a simple system that is useable by non-technical users.
To overcome KiCASS’s loss of tracking IDs in performance, we
rewrote the software to use the incoming data from the Orbbec© to
generate tracking IDs based on colour, and to override the
autogenerated tracking IDs. As a result, with the new software each
dancer is required to wear a significantly different colour of costume,
with the system’s colour detection focussing on the parallelogram
formed by the shoulders and hips of each performer. Due to this focus,
after some testing with coloured tee-shirts it was found advantageous
to have dancers wear leotards with long sleeves that were the same
colour as the torso. Thus, when a dancer turned sideways to the
camera, a coloured parallelogram was still available to be tracked. It
was found when using tee-shirts that the skin colour of the dancer’s
arms interrupted the colour of the parallelogram, increasing the
tracking difficulty for the system.

3.2 Performance
All of the tracking logic for the OrCASS system is handled by the C#
wrapper for the NuiTrack SDK. In performance the system checks
incoming HSV values from each performer every 500 msec, and
measures how far the results are from the registered colours.
For instance, suppose Performer 1 is registered as being pink (a
value of 233). In performance Performer 1 is measured as having a
value of 224, a difference of 9 from the originally registered colour.
From this a Confidence Value is generated, where the Confidence
Value = 100 – distance-from-match. A Confidence Value of 0
indicates that the performer has been lost, occluded, or has exited the
tracking area. For this example the Confidence Value would be 100 –
9 = 91.
When a missing dancer is rediscovered in the tracking area, the
software determines the dominant colour using the same 6-frame
analysis procedure used to create HSV data. That data is then
compared to the registered values, and the colour with the shortest
distance to a registered value is chosen as the matching colour.

3.3 Optimization

3. REGISTRATION OF COLOURS
3.1 Pre-performance

A constant optimization is run on the matches once they are made.
Every 500 msec each performer is reanalyzed for colour. If a
performer receives a match with a registered colour that has a shorter
distance than their current match, (in other words, a better colour
match than the one currently assigned) the colour matches are
swapped between the two users identified with the two colours. If the
performer gets the same match, the match distance is updated to be the
average of the previous distance and the new distance. If the performer
gets a new match, but it isn’t a closer match than the current assigned
one, the system adds 1 to the distance of the match: this is to prevent
ruts in the processes, where the system would go into oscillation
checking the two performers.
With all performers recognized in the tracking area, once a
performer has received three confirmed matches with a distance of 0,
the system locks their match. This means that the system will stop
trying to confirm that match and no other user can take their match.
However, once a change in the Confidence Value for a performer falls
below a threshold set in the software (i.e., the performer is “lost”), the
system will automatically run the optimization routines.

The pre-performance preparation begins with the registration of the
colour of each dancer’s leotard, with the dancer using a posture
reminiscent of the original Kinect ©start pose. ID numbers are assigned
to each dancer as they register, beginning with ID 1 and ascending
from there. For the colour registration we take a 6-frame analysis of
each dancer’s dominant hue, using as the area to be measured the
quadrilateral created by the joint-tracked shoulders and hip and
NuiTrack’s user mask. We convert the image from RGB to HSV (Hue
Saturation Value), using the Open C library Emgu CV, and also use
the library to create a histogram of all hue values in the torso region.
The colour value that occurred most frequently (taken as the bin with
the highest number of pixel occurrences) is then selected to be
dominant hue of the torso. This colour is used as the model for the
dancer and is used as the model -- the colour the system expects to see
when the performer has been lost and then reacquired during tracking).
During the colour registration – using the same Max/MSP© GUI – we
select the target points to be tracked on each dancer. Each client is able

4. PERFORMANCE
In performance, the tracking data and Confidence Values are sent out
over Wi-Fi in OSC format. The dancer ID and the X Y Z coordinate
values of each tracked target point are sent as one message, and a
separate message sends the dancer ID and a Confidence Value.
Max/MSP© (and Pd) GUIs receive the data and assign it to control
different performance parameters, but since the data is OSC formatted
many other means could be used to accept and use the data.
At the users end the Confidence Value can be tracked to set
thresholds for accepting or rejecting incoming OSC data. If the system
is hunting for a particular colour or is oscillating between two dancers
for assigning a colour, the Confidence Value will be low, and the user
may not want to accept data that will jump around during this process.
In such cases the user can elect to ignore the low confidence data,
treating the dancer as currently being “lost” or offscreen.
The depth of the tracking area with OrCASS has been extended to
8 metres (Z) with a width at that distance of about 6 metres (X). To
date height (Y) has not been a concern since no dancers have been

Figure 2. GUI for colour registration and target selection
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difficult to achieve consistent light levels across the entire stage, even
within the restricted tracking area. Additionally, when dancers were
close together, shadows could be cast by a dancer onto another’s
leotard, changing the perceived colour values. These differences in
lighting caused difficulties for the tracking software, which
necessitated reducing the sensitivity of the colour registration to allow
for a greater variance in the HSV data. The problems with lighting on
the leotards still meant that depending on the lighting and a dancers’
posture/presentation, the system might require two or three seconds to
properly register a specific dancer during performance. At times in our
testing during the dress rehearsal we estimated that under certain
lighting and shadow conditions the error rate could rise as high as 25%.
This resulted in a slower response to triggering and amplification/
attenuation of a dancer’s rhythm track. However, even with this
difficulty and the lowered sensitivity, with some lighting adjustments
the software was able to provide corrections and re-acquire and make
correct matches.
Difficulty was also found in tracking the dancers who were to the
side of the tracking area. This was exacerbated as the dancers moved
forward, as the tracking area narrows significantly, causing the loss of
the dancer if she remains to the side while moving forward, or else
significantly lowering the Confidence Value as the quadrilateral
parallelogram for colour tracking is gradually lost.

elevated when at the far limits of the X and Z tracking. Current work
and studio testing seem to indicate that colour tracking remains more
accurate than joint/skeletal tracking at the outer limits of the tracking
space, but confirmation of this requires more work and testing. This
may have future implications for choreography, in which target
tracking may not be as sensitive or as useful as colour tracking in more
distant parts of the performance area.

5. OUTCOMES
The OrCASS system proved to be mostly successful in its ability to
consistently track four dancers moving in complex patterns on a
professional music stage with standard concert (non-theatrical)
lighting.
In the choreographed work Cheap Loops [11], a high tempo
rhythmic bed track ran constantly. Each dancer’s Z position on stage
controlled the volume of her own rhythm tracks, with all tracks
synchronized in tempo. The closer a dancer was to the Orbbec, the
louder her track would be. Occlusion or exiting of the tracking area
would cause her track to quickly fade out, while re-discovery or entry
into the tracking area caused the track to quickly fade in. Each dancer
could control four tracks of increasing complexing, which were
gradually introduced during the performance, or during solo or duet
sections.
In tests and in the performance work, choreography was created
to specifically test the system’s ability to deal with constant occlusion
of different dancers, to deal with reacquisition of dancers, and to
handle the tracking of different dancers at various depths and widths.
In the choreography no tracking of target points on limbs was carried
out: colour tracking was the only concern.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The OrCASS system proved to be capable of tracking multiple
dancers using colour information, even in lighting environments that
were not of the highest quality nor consistent in brightness. Its overall
low error rate means that it is capable of being used in a variety of
performance environments. With hardware consisting of a single
Orbbec Pro, a Windows computer, and a router, it is an inexpensive
option for performance groups that wish to include interactive/
responsive systems in their performance repertoire.

8. FUTURE WORK
Since the initial use of OrCASS was only for colour tracking of four
performers we are now focussing on fine tuning the interaction of the
physical lighting and the colour tracking algorithms, and extending the
sensitivity of the tracking at the current distance limits. Once that has
been resolved, the next stages involve tracking six dancers with
various types of choreography and costumes in order to test the system
even more, while maintaining artistic interest. After that we will
combine the existing tracking of limb target points with the colour
tracking to see how well the system works dealing with the greater
demands. We will also combine the OrCASS system with other
tracking research of the P.I. [2][13] increasing both the complexity of
the system but also the performance possibilities.

Figure 2. Performance of Cheap Loops
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low Confidence Values from the software, even when no occlusion or
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two. Things were slightly different when we moved to the concert
stage for the dress rehearsal.
Since the stage was designed with music performance in mind, it
was set up for a general wash, with a few side spots. As such, it was
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